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Abstract
This paper suggests some new observations about the relationship between seismic activity and
astronomical phenomena. First, after investigating the seismic data ( magnitude 7.0 and over ) with
the method of superposed epochs we find that the world selsmicity evidently increased after the OC-
curring of novae with maximum apparent magnitude brighter than 2.2. Second. a great many earthqua-
kes of magnitude 7.0 and over concentrated to occur in the 13th m_nth after the occurring of two
largest Ground Level Solar Cosmic Ray Events ( GLEe ). From these, we put forward explanations of
the ca%tees about th/ee high level phenomena of global seismic activity in 1918-1965 and suggest
that according to the information of large GiJ_ or bright nova we shall be able to predict the c.z-
currlng time of global intense seismic activity.
Is seismic activity affected by astronomical phenomena? This paper tries to offer some notice-
able results.
A. Seismic data used in this paper(i )
Gutenberg and Richter ( 1954 ) edited the catalog of worldwide large earthquakes in 1904-1952.
But the number Of earthquakes is incomplete for magnitude below 7.9 in 1904-1917. Duda( 1965 (_ _nd
Rothe ( 1969(_)continued Gutenberg-Richter'e classical work. They extended the catalog to _965.
Therefore, this paper discusses world seismicity of magnitude 7.0 and ovi_r in 1918-1965.
B. The effect of bright novae on world seismicity of magnitude 7.0 and over
During this period of IgiS-lg65 there appeared six novae with maximum apparent magnitude bri-
ghter than 2._?)For investigating the effect of novae on seismic activity, the method of superposed
epochs requires to define the "zero day". This date ought to be the date when nova started explo-
sion. But this date was often uncertain. Because brightness rose very fast for most novae, from
starting explosion to maximum brightness the duration was only a few days, we unify to use the date
of maximtun brightness as the "zero day". It is available to those six except No_ra RR Plc.The cha-
racter for Nova RR Plc was that its risen period sustained for • Io_ time ( Payne-Gaposchkin,1957_ )
Its maxlmlLm apparent magnitude was 1.2 on June 8.1925 and before two _nths, however, it had alrea-
dy reached apparent 0%agnitude ],O, It probably took a long time ,from starting explosion ( apparent
magnitude 12.7 ),to apparent raagnitude 3.0. So for the present we _v_ the date up 3 months from
its maximum brightness date, namely March 8,1925, as the "zero day".
From the next day of the "zero day" on,we take every two months as one time-interval and inve-
stigate the numbers Of worldwide earthquakes in every time-interval.For six novae we obtain the
mean Value oE earthquake nu_er _n each time-inter_ral.They are shown in flguu_e I.
From fig. I we note that after the occurrence of bright novae the curv_ of seismic activity
was evidently higher than horizontal line. The increased effect showed successive two wav__s. In the
forty raonths after the occurrence of bright novae the mumber of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude
7.0 and o_,8r increased eleven or so on average than the _ean lev_l before the occ_urrenc_e of novae.
Because there is no third party which can affect the nova and the seismic activity simultaneously,
the obvious relationship of them has to be understood as the causation. Therefore, statistical ana-
lysis show_ that there is an effect that bright novae caused enhanced seismic activity of _%agnitude
7.0 and ov1_r.
Although it is still unclear now about the variation of cosmic-ray environment around Earth
after the OCCUrrence Of bright novaep yet we can presume that the enhanced selsmicactivity was
caused by nora's X-, r-rayslncident upon the earth.
C. The effect of large GLE on world selsmicity of magnitude 7.0 and over
Since the start of systematic and continuoua observation of cosmic rays,the number of GLE was
rare in past forty years or taste ( Duggal,1979 _?)A_ongthem large GLE happened only five times and
they are shown in table I ( Dorman,1957 _9)Zn table I in the years of the Occurrence Of front three
GLEe there also occurred bright novae, their seismic effects were o_rlapped. The s[ngle seismic
effect of large GL_ cannot be shown. So we discuss the last two events, i.e.two largest GL_s.
From the next day of those two QLE's dates on, we investigate the numbers of worldwide _arth-
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Table I The large GL£ data
lmax o 40
NO. Date _ % RemarKs
I _ 30
o
_" Feb. ZS.1942 15.5 average on {5 minutes _ _ 20
2 Mar. 7,1942 15
3Jul.25,194622 i_lO
4 .Nov.19,1949 57 Z
5 Feb.23,1956 200 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 Year
* The sea-level enhanced magnitude of cosmic ray hard Fig.3 The annual number of worldwide earthquakes
C_poneot at high latltt_es ( Dorman.1957 ). of magnitude 7.0 and over in 1918-1965
13th month after the occurrence of the GLS there occurred unusual groups of worldwide large earth-
quakes. Earthquake number increased extremely obviously. Both of two events were Just the same. the
risen amplltedes are so high and the peak times are so uniform, thereby flg.2 clearly shows the ef-
fect of large GLE on seismic activity of magnitude 7.0 and over. About large GLE in 1949, in incre-
ased period ( 7th-[3th month afte the GLE's date ) the number of worldwide earthquakes of magnitu-
de 7.0 and OVer increased eleven than that of mean level prior to the occurring of the GLE. About
large GLE in 1956, in increased period ( 11th-18th month after the GLE's date ) the number of wor-
Idwlde earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over increased seventeen than that of mean level prior to
the occurring Of the GLE.
It can be questioned that whether the enhanced seismic activity would be able to cause by oth-
er emission component of those two solar flares on Nov.19,1949 and on Feb.23,1956.Among solar flare
- emissions, besides solar cosmic rays (SCR) there were also plasma cloud, vissible light,UV, X-rays
and radio emission. At the time of the OCcurring of other large solar flares, except for the large
GLE the sodden.fig increase of these components had been observed many times. But after them the
enhanced seismic activity has not been observed. The enhanced seismic activity was only after the
b
large GLE. Therefore we could Judge that the enhanced seismic activity was Just caused by enhanced
high-energy SCR.
D. About causes Of three high level phenomena of global seismic activity of magnitude 7.0 and over
1. About the decade of the most earthquake number
From fig.3 we note that the forties were the decade of the most earthquake number. Why was
this? It turned out to be that the Earth's cosmic ray environment occurred quite a few enhanced
events. In the forties there occurred four times out of five large GLEs described abo%_e.At the same
time, in 1942 there occurred the Nova CP Pup which is the brightest nova in the last sixty years.
Besides, in L946 there also occurred the recurrent Nova T Cre ( Pazne-Gapoechkin,1957 )(_ _hese ae-
tronomlcal phenomena all gave rise to enhanced effects of seismic activity. So the forties became
the decade o_ the most earthquake number.
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2. About the year of the most earthquake number and about the years in which earthquake number
strikingly increased
From fig.3 we note that in L943 there occurred the meet earthquake number and it unexpectedly
was fort[. Why was this? It turned out to he that in Ig42 there simultaneously occLtrred two large
GLEs and the br£ght Nova CP Pup. The enhanced periods of seismic activity caused by them were in
19q 3. So the nund_er of large earthquakes was so high in that year. From fig.3 we note that in some
years the earthquake number suddenly increased over ten than their last year. These years wereLgSi.
1943 and 1957. Why was this? The reason for 1943 has explained above. For 1957 it was _ue to the
occurrence of large GLE on Feb.23.1956 which was the largest GLE since the start of systematic and
continuoU_ observation of cosmic rays. The enhanced period of seismic activity caused by it was in
1957. so the nu_er of large earthquakes unusually increased than 1956. _ reqards 1931.because at
that time it had not the data of cosmic ray obser_ratlon, we cannot explain it now.
3. About Unusually concentrated periods oF earthquakes Of magnitude 7.0 and OVer
• The yearly average of the number of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over was [9.5
in [918-1965. It corresponded to 3.25 per two wnnths. Nevertheless, in the some periods the seismic
activity was unusually high. The number of earthquakes reached over ten in two months and was three
times or more of the average. Why was this? In table 2 we listed all Of these data in [918-[965 and
put forward exp[anations of their causes.
The concentrated phenomenon Of large earthquakes was more projecting for one month. The month-
ly average of the number of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over was 1.6 in 1918-[965.
Nevertheless, in the some periods the earthquake nundser reached unexpectedly 8 or 9 in a month and
was five times Of the average. In table 3 we listed all of these data in 1918-L965 and put forward
explanations Of their causes.
Above explanations could already illustrate that the occurring Of high level phenomena Of
global seismic activity Of magnitude 7.0 and over was neither accidental nor at random.
T_le 2 T_oB azK_ll0_atio_of caume, on all of the data which the earthquake nu_.ber Of
m_gnltude 7.0 and over Eaa¢zhad OVq_ _e. i. two _.thi(_L dayl) in 1918-1965
Earth-
quake _planatio¢* 01% CauJBelNo. Dat. nUmber
M_7.O
I Jan. 27,19_1-Mar. 28,19_I 11 ?
2 0et.lO,19_8-Oee. 6,1958 11 The Nova CP Lac in 19)6: Possible la_e GLE in 0o% 1957?
) Feb. 16, I943-Ap_. 9,194_ II Large GLEe on Feb.20, iga2 and On Mar.7,1942; Also exls-
tln6 the e[foet Of the Mort CF Pup in 1942
4 Oct.21,ig&)-Deo, 1,1945 12 The Nova CP Pup In 1942; Also oxlstln_ _ho offect of two
lar6e GI_S on Feb.28,|942 and on Har.7,1942
Au_, 2,t946-Sapt._O,1946 11 The Nova T CrB in I_46: Lar_t GL£ on July 25,1946
6 Jan. 4,1945-Ma_. _,1948 II The Nova T OrB In 1_&6; La_ee GLE on July 25,$946
7 Oct;2_,19_O-Deo.14,1950 12 Large Otg on Nov.19,1949
B Mar, 9,1957-Xpr.25,1957 15 Large 8LE on Feb. 2_,Jg_6
Table 3 The e_plluaaC/on Of cau_., on all of the data which the earthquake number
Of mm@ItedeT.O and o,,_mr reached eight in 31 days in 19[S-1965
quake Kxplanatic._ Om causes _nterva_"NO. Date number
M)7,O
I NOV. 5,1958-Nov._O,1958 8 PossibLe l_r_e _L£ in 0ct.$9)7_
2 Mar. 9,_94_-Apr. 9,194_'" 8 Largo GLEe on Feb.28.194Z a.d on Mar. 12 _Onths or more
7,1942: Also exlstln_ the effect of
4 _he Nova CP Pup I. 1942
) Nov, 2,1943-Deo. 1,194) 9 The Nova CP Pup Ln Wov.1942; ALSo 12 meal,s or ao
exlstln_ the effect of _o lares OLEs
In ;942
Dec. 1,1950-Deo. 14,1950 9 Large G L7. on Nov.19,19&@ 12 months or mora
5 Mar. 9,i957-Mar.2},1957 9 LarKs 8L£ on Feb.2},|956 12 months or _o_e
• The Interv_1 between the be_innln_ dote of aelsmlc aetlvlty increased period and th_
ooeurri_ date of its major cause.




i. We discuss some tentative ideas on n_achanisma that cosmic rays affect seismic activity. The
cosmic ray particles incident in lithosphere were rare. It was still limited when occurring large
GLE. So the effect of the direct action probably is V_ry sz_all for the mechanisms.
Cos(_ic rays gav_ rise to atmospheric ionization when they p@ssed though the atmosphere. The
ionicity had difference at different atmospheric altitude and at different geomagnetic latitude.
From the atmospheric ionization there for_ an atmospheric electric-field,we call it cosmic ray
atmospheric electric-field. Its mklximuum intensity was at the top of troposphere or at the bottom
of stratosphere. When c)ccurring the large GLS the cosmic-ray atm_spheric electric-field would in-
tensi/y, the sodden intensifying of atmospheric electric-field probably was just the factor which
led to the occurrence of enhanced seismic activity. Through affecting the telluric electric-field
and atmospheric circulation'which affscted the rate variation of the Earth's rotation it finally
led to the OCCurrence o6 large earthquakes. The possible m_chanism_ are as 6ollowsl
solar cosmic rays or nova'e x-,r-rays----_ cosmic ray atmospheric electric-_ield_
__._atn_spheric circulation----_ Earth's rotat[on-_
"_tellttric electric-field ____earthquakes
2. About the groups of largeesrthquakee in Mar.i943,Dec.1950 and Mar.1957(see table 3),we think
they were caused bythe corresponding large GLE one year ago.lt seems to show that at least _or
some earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over their brewing ti_ was not long,only One year or so.
3. Fig,l shows the seismic effect of bright novae had successive two waves. We think that it pro,
bably was caused by two batches of nora's radiation which reached Earth in different tim_.The first
batch reached Earth in the time which was soon after or simultaneous with the visible light. From
fig.i we estimate that th_ n%ain current of the second batch reached Earth in the 17th month or so
on average after nova started explosion. Aikin et al.(198_)7_uggested that a_ng supernova radia-
tion caused Earth effects the first batch was prior to the second batch to reach Earth for several
months, biaybe nova is similar to supernova.
4. The explosion scale of supernova is more violent than that of nova. If occurring the bright su-
pernova visible to the named eyes, we could infer that the global seismic activity will soon incre-
ase obviously.
5. Since aforesaid change of cosmic ray environment could lead to the increase Of world seismicity,
we could infer that the bac_rottnd and other variations of cosmic rays should also be able to aff-
ect the world seismicity.
6. The occurring of the groups of large earthquakes is not a mystery to us now.Moreover,as a means
it could help us to research the changes Of Cosmic ray environln_nt. That is,it is an "indicator",
according to this indicator we can know the enhanced event Of cosmic ray environment had already
occurred before it. For example, about the groups Of worldwide large earthquakes(M ) 7.0) in 1931j1)and in Nov.193 we could infer that in 1930 there probably had occurred the enhanced event of cos-
mic ray environ_nt and in Oct.1937 there probably had occurred a large GLE.
7. When o<:curring the large GLE or bright nova in future, according to fig.l,fig.2, and table 3 we
shall be able to predict the occurring time of global intense seismic activity.
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